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3 Books in 1!All three ‘10 Tricks’ books have been added to this one compilation of tricks. So, if
you already have one of the ‘10 Tricks’ books, those tricks are repeated in here. If you have all
three books individually already then you won’t need this book.You will get 10 card tricks, 10
mental tricks and 10 object magic tricks to play around with and add to your routines.Please
note, some of the Object Magic tricks will require props, or gimmicks to work, but are well worth
the investment or time involved to create them. And most will cost little and will be usable many
times.

From Publishers WeeklyClinton has an extraordinary knack of compressing complex history into
an informing brief paragraph or a single sentence, making this "first full-scale biography" of
Tubman (18251913) a revelation. To the task of illuminating the "difficult to document" life of the
woman known as "Moses," Clinton brings her deep immersion in Southern history, women's
history and African-American history. Succinctly, she sets the stage upon which Tubman moves,
offering just enough biographical detail to give less well-known figures vitality (Mary Shadd Cary
gets more space than Frederick Douglass; Union general David Hunter more than William Lloyd
Garrison) and just enough historical detail to render Tubman's milieu meaningful (unfamiliar
Canadian history gets more space than the familiar Fugitive Slave Acts). Although she often
posed as an old woman, Tubman was in her 20s when she began her rescues, and in her
mid-30s as the Civil War broke out. Clinton is meticulous (without being annoying) in
distinguishing the speculative from the known in Tubman's private life. Of far greater
consequence is Clinton's revelation of Tubman's public (though usually clandestine) work. In
distinguishing between "runaways" and "fugitives," between "conductors" and "abductors...
those who ventured into the South to extract slaves" ("all of them white men" before Tubman), in
detailing the extent to which she "never wavered in her support" of John Brown, in chronicling
her role in the Combahee River raid, Clinton turns sobriquets into meaningful descriptors of a
unique person. In her hands, a familiar legend acquires human dimension with no diminution of
its majesty and power.Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc.
All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Bookmarks
MagazineAt long last Harriet Tubman, the subject of school myth and lore, has a full-fledged
biography. Critics agree that Clinton does a remarkable job researching the life of a woman who
left few traces; not only was she born into slavery, but she was also illiterate, and the
Underground Railroad left no written records. Despite these obstacles, Clinton delves into
university archives to paint a detailed portrait of Tubman's life--from her marriage, militant
politics, and role in the Underground Railroad to her activism in the northern free black
community of Philadelphia. Her significant contribution lies in placing Tubman's life smartly



within 19th-century Southern history. In short, this graceful biography elevates Tubman from a
minor cultural icon to a significant figure in American history.Copyright © 2004 Phillips & Nelson
Media, Inc.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review''... a wonderful blend of
history and biography...reads like a novel... a triumph.'' --Doris Kearns Goodwin, Pulitzer Prize-
winning historian''...in this lively biography...Clinton has restored this indomitable woman to her
rightful place as one of the true heroes....'' --David Herbert Donald, Charles Warren Professor of
American History Emeritus, Harvard University''At last Harriet Tubman...has received the
stunning and major biography that she has so long deserved...absolutely thrilling...'' --Gail
Buckley, author of American Patriots --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
BooklistClinton, who has taught history at Harvard and has written 15 books, presents a full
portrait of a complicated woman with deep religious convictions, incredible courage, and a
passion for freedom. Tubman suffered from seizures and narcolepsy because of a head injury
sustained when she tried to help an escaping slave. Her condition might have contributed to the
constant visions she reported of fleeing harrowing circumstances and of danger signs that she
often heeded to her benefit. Clinton recalls Tubman's vital role in the Underground Railroad; her
relationship with other prominent antislavery activists of the time, including Frederick Douglass,
William Lloyd Garrison, John Brown, and Sojourner Truth; her espionage and other services
provided to the Union during the Civil War; and her later involvement in women's rights issues.
Also covered are Tubman's early marriage, her many rescues of enslaved family members, the
mysterious abduction of a fair-skinned girl who may have been her own daughter, and her later
marriage to a man nearly 20 years her junior. Vanessa BushCopyright © American Library
Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the
AuthorCatherine Clinton is a writer and historian with over 15 books currently in print. She has
taught at Harvard University, Brandeis, and Brown. She has held chairs at the University of
Richmond, and Wofford College. She lives in Connecticut.--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From the Inside Flap"At last Harriet Tubman...has received the stunning
and major biography that she has so long deserved...absolutely thrilling..." (Gail Buckley, author
of American Patriots). "...in this lively biography...Clinton has restored this indomitable woman to
her rightful place as one of the true heroes...." (David Herbert Donald, Charles Warren Professor
of American History Emeritus, Harvard University) --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Read more
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ThoughtsRecommended Reading 30 Tricks - Three ‘10 Tricks’ books compilation All three ‘10
Tricks’ books have been added to this one compilation of tricks. So, if you already have one of
the ‘10 Tricks’ books, those tricks are repeated in here. If you have all three books individually
already then you won’t need this book. Hopefully you will know a little magic already or
some of the basic techniques such as the double lift. If not, there are plenty of guides with such
materials that are well worth a read. Please, keep an eye out at for any new 10 Tricks or
other books in the future. So, let's get started. Please note, the Object Magic tricks will
require props, or gimmicks to work, but are well worth the investment or time involved to create
them. And most will cost little and will be usable many times. PART 1 - 10 Tricks - Card
MagicThese 10 card tricks will be ordered in three categories to keep it simple. 4 Easy tricks,
needing little effort for the effect.4 Medium tricks, needing more techniques or preparation.2
Hard tricks, needing practice, preparation, and showmanship. Feel free to skip to any trick you
like, and enjoy working them together into a routine or with any other tricks you already know. 1 -
The BetLevel - EasyEquipment - Any pack of cards, a table or surfacePreparation - None How
the trick appearsYou ask a willing participant to select a card, and to memorise it. You cut the
deck and invite them to return the card to the pack, completing the cut, sandwiching their card in
the middle of the pack. You cut the pack a few more times losing the card even further.Next you
say “Now I will find your card, I need complete silence so I can concentrate. If I get this wrong,
please don’t tell me as we’re going to make a little wager.” You begin dealing their cards out until
you feel the next card is theirs. But strangely the participant knows for a fact that the next card is
not theirs. You’ve already dealt the chosen card on the table and it looks like you're about to
make a horrible mistake.You ask them “I’ll bet you 1 million, in monopoly money of course, that
the next card I turn over will be the one you chose.” You are holding the card on the top of the
deck, ready to turn it over. They know this is the completely wrong card, so they take your bet
willingly.But to their surprise, you let go of the top card, hover over the cards already placed on
the table, find their face up card that was already dealt out, and turn it face down. You win! How
it’s doneThe trick is easy enough. All you need to do at the beginning of the trick, after shuffling
the cards, is to glance the bottom card of the pack. By memorising this card, you can use it as a



key to finding their card. When you cut the cards and complete the cut, this bottom card is
placed next to their card. When dealing the cards out as soon as you see this card, the next card
will be theirs. Keep dealing and don’t let on that you know their card. Then proceed with the bet
as mentioned above. Extra tips● You can actually stop at the key card and the next will be
theirs, you can pass this card to them and get them to tell you the name of the card before
turning it over.● This trick is all about performance, so the longer you can keep them in
suspense, the more impressive the trick seems. Don’t keep them waiting all day though.●
Try not to shuffle too much or too flashy at the beginning as they will expect this when you are
just using a few cuts to lose the card further.● If you know any fake shuffles that do not
change the order of the deck this can really enhance the trick. 2 - Simple ForceLevel -
EasyEquipment - Any pack of cards, envelope, paper and pen, tablePreparation - Minimal How
the trick appearsYou shuffle a pack of cards, your own or someone else's. You invite a
participant to say stop as you riffle through the card (hold them in one hand while you flick
through them with the other, like flicking through the pages of a book). When they say stop you
cut the pack at their chosen position and place the deck on a table with one half of the cut facing
sideways to keep the position. Now you tell the participant about a prediction you made
earlier and produce an envelope from you pocket. You explain how the chaos of the world has
patterns of it’s own and that predicting these patterns is something you’re training to do. Place
the envelope next to the cut deck. You invite them to pick up the top half of the cut pack
and show you the card that is on the bottom of this half. The Six of Clubs. You ask them to
hand the cards back to you and hand them the envelope. Letting them open it, to their surprise
the note inside says, you will cut the deck at the Six of Clubs. How it’s doneThe most important
parts to this trick are delay and preparation, as I will explain. The first thing to do, before you
even meet the people who you will do this trick on, is to prepare the envelope with the prediction.
Get a nice envelope and write the note that says “You will cut the deck at the Six of Clubs”. You
can choose any card you would like, as you’re going to force them to cut at that card.
Now the prediction is ready, it’s time to know how the trick itself works. When you shuffle the
cards, spread them out to show they are mixed up. Secretly scan the cards for the Six of Clubs
and do one final cut to place this card on the bottom of the deck. You’re now ready to
perform the trick. Riffle through the cards, and have them say stop. When they do, place the top
half of the deck on the table, and the bottom half (the one with chosen card on the bottom) on
top but sideways to hold the position of the cut. Now is the important part. You need to
distract the participant long enough for them to not realise you placed the bottom card at the cut
position. If you went straight into looking at the card and reading their mind, it would be too close
to the cutting of the deck and they might realise what you’ve done. By distracting their attention,
and due to the fact that they don’t know what is coming next, this delay makes the trick appear
more effective. You have everything in position, you can go into a nice explanation of your
prediction, and mention about chaos theory, or fate, or whatever story fits best and is distracting
enough. Producing the envelope is a helpful tool to this distraction, and you can even



hold it up to the light as if looking to see what it says. Perhaps the prediction is weeks
old? All that is left is for them to look at the card they cut too (the six of clubs) and for
them to open the prediction. Make sure you let them do these steps and that you are nowhere
near the prediction after the card is revealed. Extra tips

Feel free to skip to any trick you like, and enjoy working them together into a routine or with any
other tricks you already know. 1 - The BetLevel - EasyEquipment - Any pack of cards, a table or
surfacePreparation - None How the trick appearsYou ask a willing participant to select a card,
and to memorise it. You cut the deck and invite them to return the card to the pack, completing
the cut, sandwiching their card in the middle of the pack. You cut the pack a few more times
losing the card even further.Next you say “Now I will find your card, I need complete silence so I
can concentrate. If I get this wrong, please don’t tell me as we’re going to make a little wager.”
You begin dealing their cards out until you feel the next card is theirs. But strangely the
participant knows for a fact that the next card is not theirs. You’ve already dealt the chosen card
on the table and it looks like you're about to make a horrible mistake.You ask them “I’ll bet you 1
million, in monopoly money of course, that the next card I turn over will be the one you chose.”
You are holding the card on the top of the deck, ready to turn it over. They know this is the
completely wrong card, so they take your bet willingly.But to their surprise, you let go of the top
card, hover over the cards already placed on the table, find their face up card that was already
dealt out, and turn it face down. You win! How it’s doneThe trick is easy enough. All you need to
do at the beginning of the trick, after shuffling the cards, is to glance the bottom card of the pack.
By memorising this card, you can use it as a key to finding their card. When you cut the cards
and complete the cut, this bottom card is placed next to their card. When dealing the cards out
as soon as you see this card, the next card will be theirs. Keep dealing and don’t let on that you
know their card. Then proceed with the bet as mentioned above. Extra tips● You can
actually stop at the key card and the next will be theirs, you can pass this card to them and get
them to tell you the name of the card before turning it over.● This trick is all about
performance, so the longer you can keep them in suspense, the more impressive the trick
seems. Don’t keep them waiting all day though.● Try not to shuffle too much or too flashy at
the beginning as they will expect this when you are just using a few cuts to lose the card
further.● If you know any fake shuffles that do not change the order of the deck this can
really enhance the trick. 2 - Simple ForceLevel - EasyEquipment - Any pack of cards, envelope,
paper and pen, tablePreparation - Minimal How the trick appearsYou shuffle a pack of cards,
your own or someone else's. You invite a participant to say stop as you riffle through the card
(hold them in one hand while you flick through them with the other, like flicking through the
pages of a book). When they say stop you cut the pack at their chosen position and place the
deck on a table with one half of the cut facing sideways to keep the position. Now you tell
the participant about a prediction you made earlier and produce an envelope from you pocket.
You explain how the chaos of the world has patterns of it’s own and that predicting these



patterns is something you’re training to do. Place the envelope next to the cut deck. You
invite them to pick up the top half of the cut pack and show you the card that is on the bottom of
this half. The Six of Clubs. You ask them to hand the cards back to you and hand them
the envelope. Letting them open it, to their surprise the note inside says, you will cut the deck at
the Six of Clubs. How it’s doneThe most important parts to this trick are delay and preparation,
as I will explain. The first thing to do, before you even meet the people who you will do this trick
on, is to prepare the envelope with the prediction. Get a nice envelope and write the note that
says “You will cut the deck at the Six of Clubs”. You can choose any card you would like, as
you’re going to force them to cut at that card. Now the prediction is ready, it’s time to know
how the trick itself works. When you shuffle the cards, spread them out to show they are mixed
up. Secretly scan the cards for the Six of Clubs and do one final cut to place this card on the
bottom of the deck. You’re now ready to perform the trick. Riffle through the cards, and
have them say stop. When they do, place the top half of the deck on the table, and the bottom
half (the one with chosen card on the bottom) on top but sideways to hold the position of the
cut. Now is the important part. You need to distract the participant long enough for them
to not realise you placed the bottom card at the cut position. If you went straight into looking at
the card and reading their mind, it would be too close to the cutting of the deck and they might
realise what you’ve done. By distracting their attention, and due to the fact that they don’t know
what is coming next, this delay makes the trick appear more effective. You have
everything in position, you can go into a nice explanation of your prediction, and mention about
chaos theory, or fate, or whatever story fits best and is distracting enough. Producing the
envelope is a helpful tool to this distraction, and you can even hold it up to the light as if looking
to see what it says. Perhaps the prediction is weeks old? All that is left is for them to look
at the card they cut too (the six of clubs) and for them to open the prediction. Make sure you let
them do these steps and that you are nowhere near the prediction after the card is
revealed. Extra tips● It is a simple force due to the low technical ability needed. It is all in the
performance with this one, so prepare a few stories you could use that would make the
prediction seem all that more mysterious or distracting.● Having the name of the participant
on the prediction can increase its significance.● Don’t repeat with the same people around
as they may work out how you did it. 3 - Predicting all the CardsLevel - EasyEquipment - Any
pack of cardsPreparation - None How the trick appearsYou get all the people in front of you
ready for an amazing display of card prediction. Shuffle the cards thoroughly. You hold the deck
out in front of you with the bottom card facing the audience and say “If you tell me the first card
shown here, then I’ll predict the entire deck of cards without looking.” They tell you it is the Jack
of Hearts. You put the deck behind your back and move to the next card. Bringing it back and
showing the card to the audience, without seeing it yourself. You struggle a little in your mind but
then say, “Two of Spades”, and you're completely correct. You can repeat this with the
next card, changing it behind your back and never looking at it. As you keep going faster and
faster you seem to predict the card with more and more ease. The audience will be



amazed. You appear to stop when it seems to be getting too much for your mental powers to
deal with. If they ask how you did it, simply say “Was I predicting the cards, or did I memorise the
whole deck?”. If you leave that thought with them and let them recall you shuffling they will be
baffled. How it’s doneSounds like an amazing feat, but it is simple enough when you know how.
This can be performed with any deck of regular cards, so it’s more impressive with a borrowed
deck as there’s no way you could have a trick deck. Also, you could have an audience member
shuffle the cards for added emphasis. Make sure all the audience is in front of you as this
trick requires that they don’t see what you’re doing from behind. The best way to do this is to go
into a corner of the room to perform it. It will appear that you are standing in such a way as to
appear on a stage, making the trick feel more like a regular performance and add a little
mystery. From here, once the deck is shuffle, you explain “If you tell me the first card
shown here, then I’ll predict the entire deck of cards without looking,” and as you do so, put the
deck behind your back. This next part is the key to making the trick work. With the deck
behind your back, take the top card (the face down one) and flip it over. When you bring the deck
out in front of you they will be looking at this flipped over card, and you will able to see the real
bottom of the pack. They tell you what card they all see and you just memorise the one on the
bottom. Now when you return the pack behind your back, move this card your glanced at
to the front and flip it over. Bring the pack out to the front again to show them this card that
you’ve already seen. You know what card they are all looking at, and also you can see the next
one. Repeat this process to create the illusion of knowing the entire deck of cards. Extra
tips● Practice in a mirror to make sure it looks okay and that they can’t see the deck is
actually the other way around.● You could even start asking the audience what they think
the next card may be.● An extremely good technique is to actually get one wrong. I know
that sounds mad, but if you get it wrong by a slight amount it will appear that you are genuinely
doing some kind of memory trick. A few people may laugh or point it out when you get it wrong,
but appear a little annoyed and then proceed to get faster and faster at dead on predictions and
you’ll get an applause in no time! 4 - The Royal HotelLevel - EasyEquipment - Any pack of
cards, a table or floor if sat downPreparation - Find all the Aces, Jacks, Queens and Kings. Place
the rest of the cards to one side as these will not be needed for the trick How the trick
appearsTell your spectators that this is a story involving four groups of friends. “The Ace Mates,
the Lumber Jacks, the Prissy Queens, and of course, the Elvis impersonators” (Hail to the King
baby!). You continue, “They all turn up at different times to the same hotel. On arrival the
Ace Mates rush up to their four booked rooms.” You place the Aces face up into four
spots, as if dealing them out to four imaginary card players. “Next the Lumber Jacks turn up, only
to find they have the exact same rooms booked. They rush up to find out what’s going
on!” You deal out the Lumber Jacks into the rooms too. The same happens for the
Queens and the Kings. Now they are all dealt out and each room has four people in a
pile. “They are so upset that they are all in rooms with these strangers, that they begin to
argue and squabble about who should stay where.” You gather up the piles one buy one, putting



them into one big stack. “So, the all bustle out into the corridor and start to split up.” As
soon as you say split up, you cut the deck. And then cut it again. And again. Ask a spectator to
tell you where to stop for the last cut. You deal the cards back out as if to four people
again, but this time face down. “They all rush back into the rooms, all upset, a little bruised from
the shoving around in the corridor. Only to find, that by some strange twist of fate, they’ve all
walked into the rooms with their friends.” You ask someone in the audience to turn the four piles
over. They will discover to their delight that in fact they are all back in piles of matching friends.
Aces with Aces, Queens with Queens. How it’s done
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